Afro Flow Yoga is a body-and-soul awakening. Created by dancer-yogini Leslie Salmon-Jones and multi-instrumentalist Jeff Jones, the dance form melds yoga with West African diasporic dance.

The majestic entrance into Sky-Mind Hall, an exquisite 3,000-square foot floor-to-ceiling-windowed studio with breathtaking views of the Playa Guiones along the Pacific Ocean, at Blue Spirit Retreat Center in Nosara, Costa Rica, recently introduced me to the practice.

The Experience
In the far end of the studio, Jones, with Indian bells on one ankle and a foot tambourine on the other, sits amidst an orchestra of instruments: bongo and Conga drums, shekere gourds, wood chimes and bells, a Balinese flute, Sudanese aholi lyre, African kalimba and Ukelele mini bass.

We form a semi-circle with our yoga mats, Salmon-Jones reminding us of the power of the circle in indigenous cultures, and settle into a cross-legged lotus pose. Then, lying back and stretching limbs into a languorous savasana (corpse pose), we press our knees into the heart and our hands into the soles of the feet, rolling our backs into happy baby, as Jones hums a lullaby on the lyre.

While the early poses like Adho Mukha Savasana (downward facing dog) are recognizably yoga, each move resounds with a shake of a rattle, or strum on the ukulele, propelling us to dance our yoga. When we arch and scoop the spine in cat/cow and bring that to a standing flow of Yanvalou, the sacred Haitian Voudou dance known for undulating the spine, we move from India to Africa to the Caribbean.

Soon, Jones ups the tempo, and with bodies crouching and feet stomping, we are catapulted into the ecstatic movements of Manjani, the West African dance of Mali and Guinea performed as a female rite of passage.

We segue from the unrelenting back arches and forward folds of Surya Namaskar (sun salutation) to the heart-opening sweeps of the arms of Chandra Namaskar (moon salutation) as Jones chants John Coltrane’s iconic jazz prayer, "A Love Supreme." The drumming slows to a heartbeat, the melody softens, and we retreat with deeply satisfying sighs to the mat.

Where Did Afro Yoga Come From?
Salmon-Jones, whose ancestral roots are in Jamaica, with African and Scotch-Irish ancestry, began her yoga training in 1991 while on a certification/scholarship program at the Alvin Ailey School. "Hilary Cartwright was my first yoga teacher. She created her own form of yoga for dancers called 'Yoga Narada,' " says Salmon-Jones.

In the mid-1990s, Salmon-Jones studied with Queen Afua, the Kamitic (Egyptian) wellness coach and holistic health practitioner; and with the Kundalini yoga and Kabbalah master Gurunam, from the Ivory Coast, both of whom introduced her to the roots of yoga in Africa.

Salmon-Jones and husband Jeff Jones, an engineer and drummer, created Afro Flow Yoga in 2008 after spending two years in West Africa, Haiti and Jamaica. The couple discovered that yoga had been practiced in ancient Egypt, with such poses as wheel, spinal twist, fish, forward bend inscribed in the hieroglyphics of ancient Egypt.
"African dance movements come out of the connection to the earth, to the sky, to the heart," Salmon-Jones says, "and are similar to the heart-opening and rooting asanas of yoga."

Afro Flow doesn't alternate between West African dance moves and yoga poses, but offers sequences in which one exists inside the other. Each of the Chakras (energy centers) connects to the African Orishas (gods).

What Does It Offer Dancers?
The melding of West African/Caribbean dance and heart-opening styles of vinyasa yoga builds muscular strength and elasticity, breath control, endurance, musicality and rhythmic intelligence. The contrasting change of dynamics, from peaceful to energetic, meditative to propulsive, invigorates and cools the physical and mental state, culminating in a sense of calmness.

You Don't Have to Fly to Costa Rica
Salmon-Jones teaches in Boston, where she lives, and offers teacher training workshops in Tel Aviv, Toronto, Oakland and Los Angeles. In New York City, Pilin Anice, another Ailey-trained dancer, teaches Afro Flow at the Ailey Extension.

In yoga the class ends with the saying, "Namaste," meaning, "I bow to you; I honor the place in you that is the same as it is in me"; in Zulu they say, "Sawubona," meaning, "I see you; the god in me sees the god in you; I see myself, in your eyes."

As Afro Flow proponents would say:
Namaste
Sawubona